Both inflationary and ekpyrotic scenarios can account for the origin of the large scale structure of the universe. It is often said that detecting primordial gravitational waves is the key to distinguish both scenarios. We show that this is not true if the gauge kinetic function is present in the ekpyrotic scenario. In fact, primordial gravitational waves sourced by the gauge field can be produced in an ekpyrotic universe. We also study scalar fluctuations sourced by the gauge field and show that it is negligible compared to primordial gravitational waves. This comes from the fact that the fast roll condition holds in ekpyrotic models.
I. INTRODUCTION
Inflation has succeeded in solving several issues in big bang cosmology and explaining the temperature anisotropy of the cosmic microwave background radiation (CMB) and the large scale structure of the universe. However, it is known that bouncing universe models [1] such as the ekpyrotic scenario [2] based on superstring theory [3] can do the same job [4] . 1 Therefore, it is important to clarify which scenario is actually realized in the early stage of the universe.
In the ekpyrotic scenario, the primordial fluctuations are produced in a slowly contracting (ekpyrotic) phase. The spectrum of the scalar and tensor vacuum fluctuations become blue-tilted at the end of the ekpyrotic phase. We therefore need an additional scalar field to explain the temperature anisotropy of the CMB [6] . In the ekpyrotic scenario, the amplitudes of primordial gravitational waves [7] are quite small and practically unobservable [8] . Hence, it is often said that, if we could detect the primordial gravitational waves, we would be able to disprove the ekpyrotic scenario. However, if there could exist another mechanism for producing gravitational waves in the ekpyrotic scenario, the story would be completely different. Indeed, we show that there exists a mechanism for producing abundant gravitational waves in the ekpyrotic phase.
The key is the presence of magnetic fields in the early universe. Observationally, there are several evidences for magnetic fields to exist on various cosmological scales [9] . Although the origin of primordial magnetic fields is unknown, the presence of magnetic fields on extra galactic scales [10] implies that the seed of magnetic fields must be produced in the early universe. Notably, there are attempts to make primordial magnetic fields with the gauge kinetic function in an inflationary universe [11] or in a bouncing universe [12] .
In this paper, we first show that scale invariant magnetic fields can be produced in the ekpyrotic phase in the presence of the gauge kinetic function. Next, we show that the magnetic fields can become a source of abundant gravitational waves (such mechanism works also in inflation [13] ). It turns out that the gravitational wave spectrum is nearly scale invariant (slightly blue) at the end of the ekpyrotic phase. Hence, it is difficult to discriminate between inflation and the ekpyrotic scenario by merely detecting primordial gravitational waves. We also study scalar fluctuations induced by the magnetic fields and show that the sourced tensor to scalar ratio should be more than unity, which implies that scalar fluctuations in the CMB should be dominated by quantum fluctuations produced by an additional scalar field as is often assumed in the ekpyrotic scenario.
The paper is organized as follows. In section II, we review the ekpyrotic scenario briefly and explain background evolution in the ekpyrotic phase. In section III, we derive the mode functions of the gauge field and show that scale invariant magnetic fields can be produced in the ekpyrotic scenario. In section IV, we demonstrate that abundant gravitational waves with scale invariance are produced from the scale invariant magnetic fields. In section V, we show that scalar fluctuations are also produced by the scale invariant magnetic fields.
It turns out that the tensor to scalar ratio should be larger than unity in the ekpyrotic scenario. The final section is devoted to the conclusion.
II. EKPYROTIC PHASE
In the ekpyrotic scenario, two branes residing in an extra dimension approach, collide and bounce off to each other. From the four-dimensional point of view, they correspond to a contracting universe and an expanding universe, respectively. The ekpyrotic scenario can be described by a four dimensional effective theory with a scalar field φ moving in an effective potential V (φ) specified below. The action reads
where M pl represents the reduced Planck mass, g is the determinant of the metric g µν , and
R is the Ricci scalar. The scalar field represents the separation l between two branes l ∼ e φ .
The contracting universe (φ < 0) is connected to the expanding universe (φ > 0) through a bounce (a collision of two branes). The scalar and tensor vacuum fluctuations are produced in the contracting phase where the scalar field rolls down a negative steep potential
where V 0 is a negative constant. Note that λ is also negative and satisfies the fast roll condition |λ| ≫ 1 to keep isotropy of the universe. Thus, we can take an isotropic metric ansatz in this phase as
where we used a conformal time τ . It is straightforward to derive scaling solutions from
where τ end (< 0) and a end represent the moment and the scale factor at the end of the ekpyrotic phase, respectively. The obtained vacuum scalar and tensor power spectrums are blue-tilted, so that we need an additional scalar field to explain the CMB observation [6] .
Then, the ekpyrotic scenario predicts the nearly scale invariant scalar power spectrum and the blue-tilted tensor power spectrum. The situation is different from inflation where both spectra are nearly scale invariant.
III. SCALE INVARIANT MAGNETIC FIELDS
In this section, we show that scale invariant magnetic fields can be produced from quantum fluctuations due to interaction between a scalar field and a gauge field in the ekpyrotic phase. We consider the action
where
is the field strength of the gauge field coupled to the scalar field φ and f (φ) represents the gauge kinetic function. Now, let us take the gauge kinetic function as exponential type functional form which is ubiquitous in models obtained from dimensional reduction
where it has been set to be unity at the end of the ekpyrotic phase, and then there is no strong coupling problem. We treat the gauge field as a test field and ignore the back reaction from the gauge field in the background. Thus, using the background solution (4), we can express the gauge kinetic function as
Let us expand the gauge field in Fourier space as
where a prime represents a derivative with respect to the conformal time. The Fourier mode of the gauge field can be promoted into the operator and expanded by the creation and annihilation operators satisfying commutation relations â
where σ represents the two polarization degrees of freedom of the gauge field. The circular polarization vectors e (σ) satisfy the relations
The mode functions obey the equations derived from the action (9)
Using new variables u k ≡ f U k , we get
Substituting Eq. (7) into Eq. (13) and solving it with the Bunch-Davies initial condition, we get the mode functions
where H
γ (x) is the Hankel function of the first kind. Now, we define the electric and magnetic fields as
They can be expanded in Fourier space as
Here, we defined
Using the mode functions (14), we obtain
In the superhorizon limit |kτ | → 0, we can use an approximation
Then the magnetic fields are given by
where we used a relation
In order to obtain the scale invariant magnetic fields, we require
In this case, the electric fields are always subdominant compared with the magnetic fields.
So we only consider the magnetic fields as the source of gravitational waves. Substituting
Eq.(26) into Eq.(24), we get
We find that the steeper the potential becomes, namely |λ| is bigger, the more magnetic field is amplified.
To avoid destroying the background evolution by back reaction from the magnetic fields, at least, we need the condition that the energy density of the electromagnetic field does not exceed that of the scalar field at the end of the ekpyrotic phase
where k in and k end represent the scales where a mode exits the Hubble horizon at the beginning and at the end of the ekpyrotic phase, respectively. Let us also check the back reaction problem in the equation for the scalar field. The hamiltonian constraint and the equation for the scalar field are given as
where an overdot denotes a derivative with respect to the cosmic time. Asuuming that the gauge field is negligible in Eq.(29), the fast roll condition let Eq.(29) be
Differentiating the both sides of Eq.(31) with respect to the time, we find that the first term is negligible compared with the second term in the right-hand side of Eq.(30). Thus, we have the relation
when the gauge field is significant in Eq.(30). Then the ratio of the energy density of the gauge field to that of the scalar field is
The most right term is order unity in our scenario since λ and ρ are same order from Eq.(26).
Therefore, as far as the ratio of the energy density of the gauge field to that of the scalar field is small, the gauge field can be treated as a test field in any equations.
Taking a look at Eq.(28), for example, if we set H end = 10 −5 M pl , we obtain the minimum value of λ about −17. Then the amplitude of the magnetic field at the end of the ekpyrotic phase is about 10 49 G. Thus, the cosmological magnetic fields observed at present can be produced in the ekpyrotic scenario [9] . Remarkably, such magnetic fields can also induce abundant primordial gravitational waves. We will see it in the next section.
IV. GRAVITATIONAL WAVES FROM MAGNETIC FIELDS
In this section, we calculate the gravitational waves induced by the magnetic fields studied in the previous section. The method is similar to that used in inflationary universe [13, 14] .
One can get the tensor sector of the action (5) as
where h ij is the transverse traceless tensor and we used the definition of the electric and magnetic fields (15) . The tensor fluctuation can be expanded in Fourier space as
where Π (σ) ij are polarization tensors constructed by circular polarization vectors as Π (σ) ij ≡ e (19) and (35) into Eq.(34), we obtain
Using the variable
aV k , we can get the equation for the mode function of the gravitational waves as
where the source term is defined by
We define the power spectrum of tensor fluctuations as
Let us divide the tensor fluctuations into the two parts. The one comes from vacuum fluctuations and the other comes from the gauge field. Since they are uncorrelated to each other, we can write the tensor power spectrum as the sum
From Eqs. (38)∼ (41), we can deduce
where we ignored the subdominant contribution of the electric fields and used an identity
Eq.(38). Substituting the scale factor in Eq. (4) into the homogeneous part of Eq. (38), we
In the fast roll limit (λ → ∞), the Green's function obtained from Eq. (43) becomes
where we took the superhorizon limit since the Green's function just oscillates and does not contribute the time integration of Eq.(42) in the subhorizon regime. Substituting Eqs. (27) and (44) and z ≡ −kτ , we get the power spectrum at the end of the ekpyrotic phase as
where we used the fact that there is no polarization of gravitational waves. Since the gauge field becomes relevant as the source of the gravitational waves after the ekpyrotic phase starts, we consider the region
where q in ≡ |kτ in | −1 represents the infrared cut off of the momentum integral. Then the momentum integral is calculated as
where we defined cos θ ≡k ·q and we approximately evaluated the integral in the range q in < q < 1. One can see that there are two poles at q = q in ≪ 1 and q = 1. The later one is corresponding to the q ′ = q in ≪ 1. From the symmetry between q and q ′ , we can evaluate the integral (48) at q = q in by multiplying it by 2
On the other hand, the time integral in Eq.(45) can be evaluated at z ′ = z end approximately.
We therefore obtain
Note that we have taken the limit λ ≫ 1. There is a factor
in the spectrum (50) because of the nonlinear contribution of the magnetic fields (27). One can see that sourced gravitational waves have a nearly scale invariant spectrum. This conclusion is different from the well-known blue-tilted spectrum in the ekpyrotic scenario [8] . Most importantly, there appears a factor λ 8 in P s (k). For example, if we set H end = 10 −5 M pl , λ = −17 to produce the observed magnetic field, the amplitude of the power spectrum is about 10 −11 . This is comparable with the gravitational waves in the inflationary universe ∼ and z ≡ −kτ , we get the scalar power spectrum at the end of the ekpyrotic phase as
The momentum integral is carried out as
where cos θ ≡k ·q and we approximately evaluated the integral in the range q in < q < 1.
From the symmetry between q and q ′ , we can calculate Eq.(59) at q = q in by multiplying it by 2 as is done for tensor fluctuations. The result reads
The time integral is same as the case of tensor fluctuations and we can obtain the scalar power spectrum sourced by the scale invariant magnetic fields as
From Eqs. (50) and (61), the tensor to scalar ratio r source is given by
This result is different from that in the inflationary universe, where the scalar fluctuations are enhanced by the inverse square of a slow roll parameter [14] . Taking a look at terms in the parenthesis of the right-hand side of Eq.(51), we see that it gives rise to a factor λ 2 in the scalar power spectrum in contrast to the case of tensor fluctuations. On the other hand, from Eq.(55), we see the scalar power spectrum is suppressed by 1 λ 2 in contrast to the case of tensor fluctuations. These two factors have been canceled out. The numerical value (62) comes from accumulation of several factors such as the polarization degrees of freedom. Since the tensor to scalar ratio becomes larger than unity, we can say that the scalar fluctuations sourced by the scale invariant magnetic field are negligible in the ekpyrotic scenario due to the fast roll condition.
VI. CONCLUSION
We studied the role of the gauge kinetic function in the ekpyrotic scenario and showed that abundant gravitational waves sourced by the gauge field can be produced. As a demonstration, we first showed that scale invariant magnetic fields can be produced in the ekpyrotic phase. It turned out that the magnetic fields induce nearly scale invariant gravitational waves (slightly blue) and the amplitude could be comparable with that of the inflationary universe. It turned out that it is difficult to disprove the ekpyrotic scenario by detecting primordial gravitational waves. In order to distinguish both scenarios, it is necessary to look at the details of the spectrum such as the tilt of the spectrum. Observing the distinction of higher order scalar perturbations is also important [15] . We should mention that the idea of finding an ekpyrotic model with observable gravitational waves on CMB scales using sourced fluctuations was put forward for the first time in [16] by investigating a different model with explicit parity violation. Our model has no explicit parity violation. Moreover, we also showed that the scalar fluctuations induced by the magnetic field are smaller than the sourced gravitational waves. Generally, as far as the fast roll condition is satisfied, the tensor to scalar ratio becomes more than unity in any ekpyrotic models with the gauge kinetic function. Therefore, our scenario would be compatible with the CMB data provided that nearly scale invariant scalar fluctuations are produced in a standard way with an additional scalar field [6] .
It should be noted that we must check the non-gaussianity of the primordial scalar fluctuations in the present model [17] . Moreover, we should consider a bounce process from contracting to expanding to connect the spectrum at the end of the ekpyrotic phase with observables. We have not looked into this issue in this paper since the mechanism is model dependent and the detailed analysis is beyond the scope of this paper [1] . However, actually, although we fixed the parameters such as ρ, λ, H end for simplicity in this paper, we can tune these parameters in our scenario so that our conclusion becomes valid for any ekpyrotic
